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A Christian Self-Publishing Consultancy
An imprint of Truth2RenewHearts Enterprises, LLC

CHRISTIAN EDITORIAL STANDARDS
MANUSCRIPT REVIEW AGREEMENT
Hello Soon-to-be-Author,
We thank you for your interest in publishing your book through Truth2RenewHearts. By
submitting your manuscript and signing this agreement, you are confirming that the content of
your manuscript is an alignment with our editorial standards and there are mutual values and
beliefs shared between you, your manuscript, and Truth2RenewHearts Publishing.
We have positive expectations for a great author-publisher partnership and we look forward to the
opportunity to welcome you into our family of authors.
In His Service,
Teresa Renee Hunt, M.Ed.
Founder, Truth2RenewHearts Publishing

Christian Editorial Standards
Truth2RenewHearts Publishing is a Writing & Assisted Self-Publishing Consultancy which
partners with high-achieving and purpose-driven women, entrepreneurs, leaders, and influencers
of faith to release their professional expertise, signature message, story, and passion into the world.
As a supported self-publisher, we work alongside authors to present messages from a biblical
worldview.
Titles published with the Truth2RenewHearts Publishing brand must meet the following
standards:
✓ Writers who openly profess to be Christian and have a relationship with Jesus Christ
We want to work with authors who are proud of their faith and who profess Jesus is Lord,
according to Romans 10:9-10.
✓ Writers who are actively striving and aiming to live a lifestyle that is pleasing to God
and draws others to Christ
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We believe that only one is perfect, and that one is Jesus Christ. Therefore, we understand
as humans we are not perfect, however we do believe that we have the power to present
our bodies as a living sacrifice (Romans 12:1) unto Him. We look to publish works of
messengers who are glorifying God in this way.
✓ Content in the manuscript upholds biblical standards and is consistent with a biblical
worldview
Titles should challenge, encourage, inspire, and transform the hearts, minds, and souls of
the readers, empowering them to draw closer to God and/or perceive their lives, situations,
and circumstances through a biblical worldview.
✓ Content is morally and spiritually pure, and free of counter-biblical teaching
We will not publish works which contain the following:
- Profanity
- Details, directions, encouragement, or promotion of the practice of witchcraft, the
occult, numerology, horoscopes, magic, horror, new age practices, and the like
- The encouragement of violence against, or hatred of, any social, cultural, ethnic, gender
or religious groups
- Indiscriminate violent or sexual content described, implied, or encouraged.
- Recommendations or instructions that may be harmful to readers or others
- Personal proprietary right violations or infringements; including but not limited to
copyrights, trademark rights, trade secret rights, contract rights, privacy rights or
publicity rights of any persons

Upholding a Christian Worldview
Editorial Standards are essential to our partnership with authors. Can two walk together, except
they be agreed?- Amos 3:3 KJV. As a Christian publisher, we strive to uphold Biblical principles
and to empower people with God’s Word. As you profess to be a Christian, we want you to be
confident that you are joining a family of authors and a publishing partner that upholds a Biblical
worldview along with you. We also strive to present works to the world that customers can trust
will inspire, motivate, transform, and renew readers’ hearts and minds. Works that are not
aligned with these standards will be not be published through Truth2RenewHearts
Publishing. Additionally, Truth2RenewHearts Publishing may terminate publication of
any work without cause.

Editorial Standards Manuscript Review Report
Upon review, you will receive a Manuscript Review Report which will be delivered to you via
email. The report will provide an overview of your manuscript’s status. If it is confirmed that
your manuscript aligns to the standards, we will also provide a recommendation for the type of
editing that is best for your manuscript.
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AGREEMENT DETAILS
By submitting your manuscript and signing this document you confirm agreement and
understanding of the following terms:
✓ The manuscript I am submitting is my final draft copy and I do not intend to add
additional content to the manuscript. I understand if additional content is added and it is
found to be outside of the guidelines of Truth2RenewHearts’ Christian Editorial
Standards, my partnership with Truth2RenewHearts may be denied at any time.
✓ I acknowledge that the $97 for the Christian Editorial Standards manuscript review is
non-refundable. I understand that the $97 will be credited toward the Truth2RenewHearts
publishing package of my choice, if it is confirmed that my manuscript aligns to the
standards.
✓ I recognize the Christian Editorial Standards Manuscript Review is strictly an evaluation
to determine alignment between the content in my manuscript and Truth2RenewHearts’
Christian Standards. The review does not include editing, publishing, or assessment of
the marketability of my manuscript.
✓ In the event my manuscript does not meet the Christian Editorial Standards, I understand
that my book will be unable to be published through Truth2RenewHearts. In this case, I
also recognize that Truth2RenewHearts is not diminishing the value of my manuscript, or
condemning its content, my perspective, or my character. I understand that I am welcome
to publish my book through another company that is best for my needs, beliefs, and
desires.
✓ I acknowledge that I am submitting my manuscript freely and willingly because I have
confidence that my manuscript and aligns with Truth2RenewHearts’ Christian Editorial
Standards. Contingent upon confirmation of alignment between the Truth2RenewHearts’
Christian Editorial Standards and my manuscript, I acknowledge that I am ready and
able to move forward with the editing / publishing process within 15 days of the
submission of my manuscript and this agreement.

Full Name:
Title of Manuscript:
Number of Pages:
Signature:
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